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Placement E.)fffCecseeftS~neW ·Head
by Tim Cashmor;

•

-:

. Carlisle's replaceni'eni will -have. ~-r~ade~ .
resi:>onsibilities · .;{nd serve as - a .sort ·of
The departure of Jay Carlisle a·s director , "assistant dean . - for external , affairs."
of the Law School Plac.emen·t Office should He/she will. cohtinue the job that Carlisle·
not hinder its o_perations according .to Dean started in cultiyating outside employers,
Thomas Headrick.
· · ·
·and work on alumni _relations, continuing
"Jay ·. had to s,eJ ·up -the ·internal educa~ion and fundraislng activities. • ·
machinery of the o'ffice," !:ieadrick said:
Headrick is heading up a search
''Now it's set up."
_
- committee for the .new director· <1nd said
Carlisle left his post as ~Associate Deal) that the choice should be . made between
of Placement . on February· 1 to take a late March and ea"rly May. He said there are
similar position with Pace _University Law about eight candidates for the job.
School in New York. -Headrick said that
The new director, he said, must have
· ~arlisle left because his wife was in a practiced _law for three to four years· and
doctoral program at Columbia University possess outstanding personal characteFistics
and .did not. wan,t to return to Buffalo.
such as imagination and self-motivation.
Audrey Koscielniak a former assistant in Actual experience in the field of placement
the registrar's office, has been made was not crucial. "Jay had no experience
Assistant Director of Placement since but he felt comfortable_..meet_ing people,':
Carlisle\ dep.arture. She will continu.et o be. the Dean said.
responsible, even after the arrival of a new
Headrick credited Carlisle with building
placement director, for the internal up the placement office to the point where
operations of the office, such as ·career it can find jobs outside of Western New
days, interview arrangements and the job York for 75 per cent of the law school's
bulletin board.
graduates.

.Two years agq~ when Carlisle arrived,
H~drick said, •"There was not much focus
on plac.e ment. · Jay tried to • expand the
opportunities. He was responsible for going
outside the local area.•~ ·
Headrick ' said there were three basic
ingredients needed · to reach his goal of
giving the ·law school a national reputation .
· ·"First," he said, ."we need a faculty
which is recognrzed nationally. Second, we
have to place students over a wide
geographical area. Third, we need alumni
gwups spread out nationally. lhe second
and third ingredients go together."
Headrick said the faculty is already well
recognized,' and that Carlisle began a
p~ocess . of placing students across the
country, thereby creating' a national
consciousness among alumni.
Despite the· emphasis on placing the
school's best students in better law •firms
around the country, Headrick does not
believe that students in the middle or
bottom rcfnges of their classes are -being
hurt.
·
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Former Director Jay Carlisle
"You want to open doors," he said.
"You want to encourage firms to look at
your best students. But there is a
filtered-down effect." He explained th~t,
since the best students are going elsewhere,
the jobs that they would once have taken
with local law firms are now open for
students with less impressive credentials.
"There is a need," h~ said, "to widen
opportunities generally."
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John Lord O'Brian Hall
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Newhouse appointed p8rmanent law librarian

.
, The other theory is to focus on
appointment, without his strong person. What we're doing is re I at i o nsfjip between the
co~c1,1rrence, ". Headrick said, . "I to · try to straighten out . the University ang the -Law _School led the quality of libr~ry service ~o
problems which . h ave existed ~Roy to . suggjlst the appointment ' the particular students and
Professor Wad~ Newhouse · has couldn't do much.
.
'
II I
did what
could. . I between the law school and of Newhouse as permanent !aw ' faculties in various disciplines:
"been. named law librarian for ·a
librarian.
The mast important concern is
.term extending' thtough · the appointed Wade NewhQuse . University Libraries," Roy said.
,·,, think the situation will
"I was delighted," said service to the particular faculty
·academic year 1979-80. The joint Associate Dean and named Mabel
and students.
.annou·ncernelit · was made by · Jepson and Louise Tucker acting improve if Wade is in charge for Headrick.
The dean said he ' was pleased
"Law schools ·have always
·saktidas Roy, Direc_tor .of co-librarians for a year: It was 2-3 years," the director indicated.
University Libraries, and Thomas clearly an interim solution," ~rie ~ The dean admitted the with -Newhouse's handling qf the operated under the second theory.
appointment- was made after the library situation. "Since Wade was It is best to serve the students and
Headrick, Dean of the Law dear recalled.
School.
.
_
_
_ _ "_Wade ~1:who_u~ is prot?ably taw · school failed to attract any named acting librarian,'.' the law faculty by placing the
importan_t first steps "have been library at the law school, under
Dean Headrick indicated the better than an.yone we could ever_ top librarians to the job.
"We were not going 1 to be made
toward a wor.king thecontrolofthelawfacultyand
Newhouse . a_ppointment was find,'' the dean said. "Particularly
proposed by Director _Roy. for t~e kinds of problems we've successful in recrur rng a relationship with University law school," Headrick said.
"The University holds to the
However, Headrick claimed be had developing a ~ood working top-notch law librarian because ·of Libraries,'' he claimed.
"Although the problems first theory," he claimed. "But we
had hoped to make Newhouse relationship with University the reputation and the gossip
acting librarian in September of Libraries and gaining some control about what· had gone on here in between the Law School and are moving to a middle ground. The
University Libraries has not been law school realizes the need to use
1976 but was blocked by; then over the budgetary ...needs and the past," the Dean said.
.Given the · contlic;t which resolved, as a result of Professor the resources and power of the
Director of University Libraries resource atlocati011s for ttie law
existed betweeQ University . Newhouse's _efforts and acumen, centrc1t library . The University
~
-~
.
. library.
Eldred Smith.
"When. I came in, the library
Di rector of Uoiversity Libraries and the Law ~hoot, it we have found ways to work on centralizers are realizing their
had no head, I .needed someone Libraries Roy felt Professor became clear, said the Dean, that the problems of the past," ·the theory leads to conflict and no
real increase in efficiency ." The
right away," 'the Dean sai~. "The Newhouse would be a strong asset we · could . not attract any top dean said.
librarians until a new Director of
Professor Newhouse has dean felt Professor Newhouse has
• Director of University Libraries ·to the law school.
"inspired· considerable confidence made major contributions to
has veto · power over the
"The law . school' needed a University Libraries was found.
Dean Headrick said the -on· the part of the University finding the middle ground.
Ne\\'.hou~ appointment as acting Libraries staff, the l.aw faculty,
Roy said he wanted Newhouse
librarian came last June after a and I hope the law students, in his to stay on because of the good
It's All We've Ootl
It's Wondat'full
-·meeting between Academic Vice running of the law library," Dean working relationship the two men
Tilel-·Rewu•
President Ronald Bunn,-Executive H~adrick ob$erved.
·
had. He did not feel Newhouse's
Sunday, Pt4arch, 1-9, et 7: 30 p.m.
Vice President Albert Somi.t, the
The dean spoke of the basic lack of experience would hinder
Talbert Hall •
dean, and Acting Director of organizational conflict• b~tween him.
University Libraries Roy. 1'We· Wniversity Libraries and the Law
"Wade Newhouse, since 1967
Starring: _
John Hanry Sc:h1egel
Dean Thoma• Headrick
needed strong leadership,'' School. "The conflict ·has been 'has been involved in the Library.
Billy Martin
N•ncy Peck
Headrick claime!I.
here for a loni time. It reflects He has no library degree, but he
· Janet Llndgrwn
Fred Konaf1ky
"I expected Wade -would serve differences in basic organizational knows about the situation. We
Mike Shapiro
Thom11 Cook
out the year and I expected a late theory about how to run need someone who can get the
/ Jim Atlaaon
,
Andy Sp_
anogle
1
win~r app&intment· .of a new ·. librari'es," he said.
work done,'' Roy rem¥ked.
Andi c : a t o ~ ~ - . lbounhirty7
·
Director
of
University
Libraries,"
One
theory
treats
the
Library
Roy also said that Newhouse
1
Headrick-indicated.
as a., sinale .-vice unit and then would soon be--looking for a new
1leullw1ra ~ '
... Sd,lefalr'
U.C.C. ii• mwr..
"I. ~ ~ ~
•for u1~ tries • to organize it into number two man at the law
, -Donna a -Rex FINd
la~ ' ~
.to ~'. _"9_DIADt 1't sgbdlvisions to serve various parts library. Roy indicated .he
. : . : .. .,,_1hlrdMVarlfty .Law Sdlqol , - ID Pot
mld.i....Y- ...,.. 11U Wade's ', of the Uniwrsity. The most expected this
to have
lY •
-"Opinion'' '
s u ~. in . .q
with the important con<:em is what is most excellent crectentlals in library
. .
problems which had Ph\l'Md the efficiel)L
contlnwd on page six
~
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16. 12/1/77
COMPLAINT: One of the reasons why the xerox machines
are always out of order is that they are overused. Can't
something be done to restrict their use to law students; not
necessarily all the time, .but at least when lines begin--to
form? Why should we wait half-an-hour because people
from both campuses want to take adv;mtage of the
nickel-a-page price tag o'n these mach'ines?
RESPONSE: No we cannot and will not restrict the use of
the copy machines. Placing a restrjction means having to
enforce it and we have not the staff nor the frame of mind
to become a policing institution. We have placed a sign
requesting that .users limit themselves to ten minutes. Be
assertive and ·inform the person who is abusing the serv'lte.
We ask your patience - we are working on the problem of
the copy machines.
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the orientati.~n it takes i'n its_ policies,· and the ec~omic '
questions it faces. Thanks. Artie Bums
·
RESPONSE: Our •subject catalogue entry seems o be
pretty straightforward - "Federal Reserve Banks."'What
probably confused you was the main entry "United States
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve" - this is their
formal title. We will put jn a "see" reference from the U.S.
Federal Reserve Board.
Because of past budgetary problems, our collection
d~elopment, usually depended on immediate faculty and
classroom need. We are beginning to receive more funds ·
and are formulating a more rounded /collection
development as to_ what the library wants to collect .on
governmental agencies which are not directly studied in
th·e law school courses.
·
We appreciate your comments about the ·collection - it
would help us if we got more feedback-on users' needs and
their actual use of the collection.
As a side note, you should find a lot of ne'Y books and
materials coming into the library in the next few months.
We hope you'll·find these useful.

Early in the semester, a memo was circulated
· by
Dean Headri~k pertaining · to the
under-e·nrollment in a substantial number of
courses. While we feel that scheduling problems
may have accounted for some of the problems,
i.e. that there· were four courses given this
semester pertaining to the Judiciary and none last
s;emester, the grea·t er problem appears to be 18. 12/13/77
.
student disinterest.
COMPLAINT: Are the xerox machines making a profit for
Admittedly, the paranoia of the New York the University at $.OS a copy, or are they subsidized?
. RESPONSE: Any profit from the copy machines is placed
Bar, or any other, sets in early . It does not matter in a general equipment fund for the .University Libraries.
how soothing the professors of fir st ~nd second The Law Liorary .sees none of this money - yet we must 29. 1/30/78
year students attempt to be. By the student's maintain the machinesr The machines are not subsidized. COMPLAINT: 1.1 have been trying to hontdown the Pike
third year, the blank face, the rush to New York
Rep. Serv. It waS'Suppqsed'to be in Prof. Span~le's office.
Practice, all lead to only one conclusion: Fear.
19. 12/13/77
It was not - it is Prof. Priest's. 2. ·I, was ·supposed to-hunt
This fear, coupled with the desire to -squeeze COMPLAINT: · T~e 10-minute _rule on the copy machines down L. Tribe's· new book for a seminar. The .book is not
in all those courses that somehow escaped the makes no sense at all if you ca!' evade the rule by taking listed in the-card catalogue. I told my professor that it is
student for two-and-one-half years, combine to ,Jwo or three people into the room to copy LARGE not ·in the library yet. Tonit~, I discovered it is on reserve.
create a large enrollment in "Bar" or "Real" volumes of materials: One would assLim~ the go~I is 3. ·1 am looking for a constitutional law text book by Paul
courses, and poor representation in seminars and turnov~r. Other, even thou&tl more expe~s1ve machines, Brest. It is one of the leading texts in Constitutional Law.
Buffalo model courses.
It is not listed in the card catalogue under the author's
are available to those who have BULK copying.
. .
d . .
(S
RESPONSE: The three people who brought rise to this name. I realize- the difficulty of keeping a library in order.
. were
· making·
. three copies
· . of one .,tern. Had each It is aggravating though, when we have a library with a
. P.erh aps . th e. answer rs rn a" m1ss1ons. . ee question
Opm~o~ Ed)!onal October ~O, Gard_en Variety person stood in line to copy the· item separately, it would scarcity of resources and the resources are misplaced·so as
Adm1ss1ons. ) Qr perhaps thrs only points_toward have taken more time.
to make their use quite difficult.
the need for better planning of curriculum. We The problem may really be th.at the -copy mathines in the RESPONSE : 1. Oyr UCC looseleaf holdings: The ·UC:C
realize it i's hard to plan ahead in view of the large Law Library are intended for copylng law:reiaiecf tri.tt~rials Case· 'Digest, Jjublislied by Pike and Fischer; is in the
scale turnover in the past . year, but attempts only. This service is obviously abused and signs will be Faculty .Library . The UCC Reporting Service is on reserve
should be made soon, by the APPC, by the posted at each machine to this effect.
as well as in Prof. Priest's office. Some of the professors
faculty and administration to deliver to first year
: .. . . . .
request the specialized looseleafs for use in their offices.
- ·· !-: -:,·:- : : <-:•:~>:-: - :-sir,c~ ·eoi:it~a~d-p~f.essors ·change constantiy, there.,~a
_students, a schedule of courses to be offered over 22. 12/19/77
the next two years.
·
COMPLAINT: The sign on the study rooms on the third shift in who has what - best bet is to ask the refer'erice
When planning, it should be remembered that floor say that there is alterna.t~.~pace ~" ~ 'tt!e ~th, ?th, 6th librarians or the Circulation desk.
,
third year students will not take seminars in their and 7th floors for anyone who is :not' a faw •,stiident and~,.!'l.. 1ribe'svoew .;.book was published in Nov. 1977, ~h
requires a r~Qm to study in. On the 18th of December, I ordered and catalogued so it would be available on rei;er.ve
last seme ster, as. extensions a n <l incompletes was kicked out ~f one of those 4th floor alternatives · when classes began . The temporary catalogue card was not
cannot be granted . It is hoped that' more balanced beca,-ise some law ~tudent /"lad it ,eserved.
rush filed. Wt,en you don't see a book listed in ihe card
schedules can be produced in the fut1,1re, and that · Why were they indicated as alternates if you went ahead catalogue ·and' you think' we have it, .ask ttie reference
more students will respond to the great variety of and reserved them anyway for law students? That is highly librarians.
areas in which legal studies can be pursued.
unfair to me to be interrupted in the middle.of my studies 3. Bre~t's constitutional law ~ext has never .be~n a required
a'nd forcecf to leave. i ·have nowhere to study now, n~t-tq Doak for any law s~hool c_ourses. Our collection policy· is
mentiOI}. the time I lost studying because I had to write out to only buy those texts which are actually used in our law
this complaint.
school courses. However, this particular ·title has been
RESPONES: During the Law School exam' period - from ordered by a professor for the library collection.
December 5th to the 23rd - the carrels in the library are
·
·
The appointment of law school professor available only to law st-udents on a reserve, first-come
Wade Newhouse as law librarian through 1980 first-served basis. Signs wereposted on all carrel doors and
[see library article, this issue] is, at best, a mixed the library's main doors notifying users of the carrel
blessing. While we greatly appreciate th~ reserve policy. We are sorry that you were inconvenienced.
self-sacrificing efforts of Professor Newhouse, we 26. 12/22/77
,
Ttie jury1 is still out for students in ttie followinJ courses:
question their advisability. It simply is not COMPLAINT: Why . do books have ,to be shifted on t h ~ • ~ · •
Bell
T?rts
.
,,,.
realistic to expect one person to take command of shelves during exams? Specifically - 4th floor 12/21/77 ai
-~
Breger
C1v. Pro. I
_ (
an• understaffed and under-funded law library 12:15 p.m.
·
,
Jo_yce
Fed. T-ax II · •
while teaching an almost full course-load at the RESPONSE: We apologize if staff ac~ivity interrupted
· Joyce·
<irat. 'Tfans. . . · .
· same time.
McCarty Contrac~· ·
your s~udying. There was. no scheduled shifting on the 4th
It simply does not wash to say that no one floor on the day and time you listec;I. However, · general
would be wilting to head the law school library shelving must be done continuously to insure the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,. ---.
1
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without knowing who the Director of - the ' availability of needed material. This is especially true at
University Librarlies / will be. If a law library exam time when books are pulled for a fast reference and
Editors-in-Chief · 1
director had beer;i hired when the position first then left unshelved. To help the students who require
these materials in their studying, we try to keep the shelves
Kim Hunter . John Simson
.
became available, r,~ch valuable work would have
in order.
Photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . Randi Chivis
already been done to further the resources and
Business Ma_n ager ......•....•• Ted Firetog
reputation of the library and the law school as a· 27 . 1121118
Staff:
Bill Brooks, Mike Buskus, Till'! Cashmore, J.R.
whole.
.
Why can't the librarians and the student JSSistants on the
\ l>rexelius, Carol .Gardner, Jason Pollner, ·Sheryl
We do not mean to denigrate the efforts of Sth floor ·have some consideration for patrons, and not
Reic'1, Thomas Saitta, Michael Schwaru, Mike
the present staff., They are doing their absolute talk in loud normal voices? It is almost impossible-to work
· Shapiro, f.aul · Suozzi, Dwight :Wells, Jayne
best t9 cope with an extremely diffi~ult situation. on the 5th floor because· of the constant conversations by
Zanglein.
The time has co·m f to ~bandon stop-gap measures, the employees. It.seems that if the employees want to talk
Con~ibutor: John Arpey
and to seek out .a° f4lt-time law library director loudly, they can at least do so behind closed doors.
whose sole functi?n will be to head the library.. A RESPONSE: We apologize for any di 5turbances. All
Copyright 1978, Opinion, SBA. Any republl,11tlon of m11terl11ls
search comtnittee ,must be established soon. If we employees.will be notified of your complaint. Thanks for
herein Is strictly prohlbited-.without the eicpress consent of the
,. ,
wait for t, he appo!'ntment of an overall uni\'.ersity voicing your frustrations:
Editors: Opinion is published every two weeks,. eiccept for
nc;ations, . durln1 the 11c;11demic; yur. It Is the student
library director ind for the end of Professor 28 . l/28/7&
.newsp11per of the State University of New York 11t Buffalo
Newhouse's tenute as law librarian, too· much COM
,
PLAINT: ·The lls,dnp in the' card catai-•e for the
s.chool ,o!_ ~ii'!, SU_NYAB Amherst Campu_-, ~ffalo, N.Y.
·
h
h,;.
I t t t
I
l'b
-.14260. The views e,cpressed ·1n this paper._ are not .neceaarlly
lime may ave -,:en OS O urn our .aw I rary . U.S. ·Federal . ~ e .Bank 1Nin very confusi111. They'
those of the Edltorl11I BOilrd or Staff of Opinion, Opinion Is a
into the top-notch resource that we need. The barely tell ....t you have here
your shelves of the FED.
non-profit orpniZiltlon, third c:lus postilp entered at Buffalo, i ,
potential is there, and should not be frittered C.an It be correc:-.d, and can~ this library pwdme more of
N.Y. Edltorlal policy of Opinion- ls determined c:ollectlvely by
rd
away through personnel delays and inadequate .,-1he FED's literature? The collectien. now Is really dismal,
the Editorial ·Boa ' Opinion Is funded by SBA from Student
Law Fee~ Coi;nposltlon and deslp:_Unlvenlt, Prea at Buffalo.
·funding. .
_,. It lacks ~ in the actual operations of~ FE-,, - - - - - - - · - - ~ - - - - - - - - '
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In a surpri~ing move today, Dean prel_i!Tlinary hearing as ·we.ig!t-ms -and $500 prize and a chance to recite their own
Thomas Headrick agreed to meet with generally -likes to . incite confrontations poem at·a weigh-in of his/her choice."
Robert Ketter at Main Campus. Many in with defendants. He stares at the defendant Op: "What about ties?" ·
the Legal World_were stunned by the move. and slowly indicates with his fingers how Tex: ''Ties are broken by an intricate
Ketter, who has recently backed off from · many years • he hopes the defendant will procedure involving whether or not any of
his earlier position that the Law School is get . .Says Ropeadope laughin,zly, , the contestants are related to defendants, .
an illegal state and sHould be destroyed, 'Sometimes,, I even'have to u~e my ,toes!'
and whether any of the contestants jog ,,.
"Ropeadope's latest tack ·has been over one mile. per day." .
indicated that he might ·make ,concessions.
Peace prospects however are slim. There addressing the press in poem as to how he · · Op: "Why should it matter that some jog
are still too many disagreements over feels about a particular defendant. This over a mile a day-?"
fundamental issues. Among .the most , general!Y spark~ , great scorn fr.om the Tex: "Ties always go . to the runners."
significant are-Headrick's demand that the .media, who, however are most pleased to {Sound of Defense Attorney Dying) ·
Law state .have its own autonomous ·print his poems and report on the
"L.ast. week's winner of Ropeadope's
library. Ketter on the other hand believe~ confrontations he creates.
Ratings was Mildred Wildebeest-- Mildred
the library should- .be anonymous. The
."We spoke to Chief D,A. Ingemar · submitted the following poem:
library dispute is further complicated by Johanson-about his behavior." · ·
A Lobster's not Red, until she's been
''Plea bargains1ire way up, the public cooked,
the settlements on the West Mezzanine of
:::;ou'I/ ~ea felon, as soon as you're Dean Headrick w~s "enthusiastic'.'
undergraduate students. These students response has been overwhelming.__.There's
00
"Mildred was then allowed to make a
A recent survey of third year students
sentencing. recommendation in the case of has generated more anxiety than any single
Winifred Wildebeest, her older sfster. event in this Law School's history ; other
,Mildred asked · that Winnie be given 20 to . than the bar or an Al Katz exam .
,25 at Bedford Hills for her part in a Gray Distributed in N~w York Practice, the
Panther 'Free Dentures or Else ' survey represented a milestone in the
demonstration, last week in Nyack. The careers- of three UB Law students who shall
,judge feh that. Millie's personal remair'tn~meless,soastoprotectthemand
involvement in the mattet had colored her their famil'ies. I would like to stress here
judgment; and though liking the poem that I had nothing whatever to do with the
very much , ~entenced Winifred to time survey, other than suggesting a number of
served.
categories that were in the end,
"Ropeadope's antifs have now ' been disregarded. Although my flame was used
reported to. the Greatest himself and it -is as the example, I was . not responsible.
rumored ~at Ali will 'c6m'e here to meet (Though I am flattered by the category for,
with his protege. The following poem was which I was so aptly chosen.).
I a,[1'.1 not going to moralize and preach
actually delivered by Ali in Manilla, where
he is currently negotiating to fight with
a
at
those of you who were unnecessarily
1
·· · • • • • cruel and· inhur'na'n, 'but I will say that I was
typhoon."
terribly shocked at most of the results.
You recite poems, just like the champ
So here they are! All of the juicy
you torment opponents, · and tum their rumors you heard about who won different
palms damp.Robert Ketter, cente'r, is flanke~ bY. top··military aides, as they contemplate . But you 're Just a fool, can't you see that categories will now be substantiated. One
finally, those with higher social secuPity
an assault on Sears law Library to protect undergraduate settlements.
·.
I'm right?
num~e~s ~id win most of the c1teg~ri~s.
ha~e o_ccupiea the "library, carrels, and - really nothing we can • do . .It ~ould be Cause , I make .6 million, each time I ..
zerox i ng room since the infamous foolish to let a little ill-advised comment recite.
Mosi Likely to Sleep W_ith Sheep . "Amherst" war ' of 1~76. Headrick robmeofmybestprosecutor."
main~jns 'that t~~se .settl!!,nents are' iJl~gal, . ."~qpe,adop~'s -.veig~•irs ar~ no'\¥ fi_lmed, .
'. '9J>i_,;iion was . sh~k.ed by the recent 347-35-6678
and 'that the Law School will'not inake a'ny ·. ancf we will shortly· be seein1f one or two· of turn of events iir the fight world and was Most Likely to Get a Job During a
concessions until' these ·S\:ttlements· are his classics. Here now is 'Arson Third' from unable to arrange a last minute interview Blackout - 198-00-8789
· disbanded.
· ·
·
his recent N.Y. Review of Books Alternate with Ropeadope following Ali's incredible Most Likely to Cause a Blackout - .
.
loss to Leon Spinks. More Developnien.ts 454-40-543~
It was ' hoped, in the legal . world, that Selection,Poemsofa Prosecutor .
the'. c·reatiort <>f a ljbraiy : State fn -nearby'. · ' · Hlrr ·alibi was tliat he was . watching later. Now ~ack to Ralph J. Stairsteps in Best Smile in a Losing Cause
007-34-2l 23
Talbert Hall woull invite a retreat by the Johnny Carson, but the fuel con ln the Buffalo."
Most Likely to SleelJ With -Llamas undergraduates. However,· Ketter maintains basem~nt means I've got him on an Arson.
!'Another Ropeadope- standard is his
that even after this new state is created, the
ONE FINAL NOTE : South Korean 347-35-6678
settlements must remain; and · that the confrontation with a Child molester ·Practice will be offered this spring. It will Most Likely to Get a Job During a
University will figh~ ·to .. protect their affectionately titled by Ropeadope him~lf meet weekly in unnamed and unknown Nuclear Attack - 198-00-8789
sovereignty. •
as, 'Close< Encounters with the Third Washington Motel Lobbies. The course, in Most Likely to Cause a Nuclear Attack
'
•. * *· *
Gc~de:t,·'•or 'Od~ .to''R~an ' Pol_a,i°ski From keeping with ~uffalo's progressive stance in - Ibid . Amin
Wide-World of Torts traveis this week.to Afar.
the leagueal world, includes- the only in Worst Smile in a Winning Cause many e'xotic place~. ,Ralp~ .~tair-step~ :is ·in
· You can try 'to run, you can . try to .depth "How' To" approach in learning to 007-34-2123 .
Rockland County, N:Y-.~-~hyll)s ·:curio~6" dance, ' But
'aough,f yo_u Jn 't!Je men;s cope With such hard questions as how to Most Likely to Sleep With Shepard's 347-35-6678
--.
Geor&!l .is. i.ri !hi:. ~i1:.rr~ ~i!dr~ ,11n~ Jo~n. _rqolJI .•WiJh_yourhond in 811/y'spants. You ethically accept a bribe.
Most Likely to Get a Job During an
Simson ts 'in · the . lactiyrmose ·environs of .· i:on11tre-foncy lawyers, but It ain't nquse,
* * * *
Outbreak of the ·Bubonic Plague Johri, Lord, (~'Brian Hall at the SUNY at . 'cause I got'you dead ·to rights on a_,,se'xual
234-56
BLA.
· ··
.
abuse.
·
Most Likely to Cause an Outbreak o.f
"And now to Rocklarid County and
"Some Rockland County defense
the Bubonic Pl;tgue - Ratso Rizzo
Ralph J. Stairsteps. Ralph?'
. lawyers are .up ·iri ilrr:ns. over Ropejidope's
Best Leer in a Winning Cause
"Yes, Johrny: Thi~ is Ralph J. tactics; and his .',outspoken conduct of .
007-34-2123
.
Stairsteps, on permanent leave from SUN.Y trials. •One attorney w~o agreed to c\n
Most Likely to Read This Column
at -Buffalo. Law School here in Rockla11d iot~rview .was Tex Nicality.
347-35-6678
~unw. -Ttl.er~.i~ a 11ew.D,A, h_ere jn Spritig •Op: '.':rex, why are you ·so upset wj.th this
Most Likely to Get a Job in A Garden
··-vall!lY, al)d: hf~ ,captl!re~ _the tnirids .and , new district attor11e'~?°"' . - ·· · ·· · ·'
Variety Law School ~.-., Rabbit W.
hearts of every citizen in this c9unty, Alan Tex: "Well Ralph, ·- he's a menace. I'm
Garden
'Fry 'Em!' Ropeadope, recently graduated particularly offended by the way he ca'rve§'.
from the . Al Ranni School of La}Y and - · notches i'n . his ' briefcase . for each
' Prosecution, has · taken this. subµrban , convictron. :Additi~nally, 1. think it's ·in .
c~unty 'by . storm. He's patterned his life poor taste ,to publish you r' won-lost record
after controversial boxing star 'Muhammed - in the daily paper '..... · particularly in the
Ali and we will be talking· to him shortly.' sports
section .."
' • '
I
The comparisons between Ropeadope and Op: "What does he call these records,
tlJ.e champ apparently began earl.y on in Tex?"
.
·
Ropeadope's Law School career. His' habit Tex: •· "No ,Ralph, he doesn't call these
of wearin.g Everlast Bo~g Briefs 'to Civil r,ecords \Te'x, . · ' T'hey·•·re cal·led;
Procedu ~ led'. te his first n.[ckr,~me of.'A)V 'RbPEADOP.E's '· . 'RATINGS~' Ari'd ··e·~en
Ropeadope soon , parlayed,: th/s .rr,ioniker. -more annoyln~: 1s· th~t he irivi tes·r~~~drs·\ o·
, ihto -a fult:fledged -ro·uti11e where he would ·Submit their qwh 1 :estimate ·o f how m'anri ·
'. '· eliitlf.tte'tii5· h·erolneveryway: :, . ,, ,.. _,,,-.torivlttibn~ :Ar · Mli' iei ·:in·d . how' 'm·a~y :1
· -- ... Ro~ea-dape ~·t·asaalty . )"life'ts·· tc>" ; Ms 'poems fie ·wfll redie~The Winhi\Heteives a''
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Statements
.•

SBA President

LJSl

:- '
•

:

••.♦•

Andy Cosentilo

r....

1've served law students these past two · conducted with the Law School · and
years, first as a First Year Director and University Administration these past three
this year as the Secretary of the SBA: Thi·s months, so that SBA xerox and change ·
past year, as a · member of the Finance machines will be placed in the library. My
Committee,. r wrote th_e draft budget very first act as SBA President would be to
whereby we reduced expenditures by seek a student referendum on the changes
:
$3000. As President, I would OPPOSE the that have been proposed for the grading
projected $10 student activity fee increase, system - and I would seek- sanctions
instead seeking to make further budget against facu lty to elim inate the "late · ♦
cuts. As Rules Committee chairman, I grades" problem.
♦
wrote the .draft of the new SBA
Constitution that was adopted by the
As the ONLY cand idate for President to
♦
student body in last April's referendum. I have served as an SBA officer, I am
have worked on the Social Committee to confident that I have the experience and
♦
make Happy Hours and Parties, and hope ability to se rve you best._ I look forward to
♦
to see more of these next year.
continuing to serve the student body, with
If elected by you to be President, I will your help, both in the elections and in the '
conclude the negotiations that I have coming year.

♦

~, .

-

.

i

President
(Choose 1)

Andy Cosenti"!,o
Ted Firetog

,Vice President
(Choose 1)

Cathy Kaman
David Alexander

Secretary

J. Ted Donovan

•

Treasurer
(Choose 1)
•2nd Vear Director
(Choose.6)

Gladys Laforge
· Lewis S•ei
D!Night We.Us., .
Patri~~!~:!:::~;

~

•

Dwigh1:Saunders
Jerry McGriir
Bonnie Cohen·

♦

It's no secret SBA is suffer ing from
apathy and disunity . This rs unfortunate
since the organization has the potential _to
become an effective mechanism for
solving a great ma ny important student
rroblems - e.g., the problems of our
grading system, the revitalization of many
student organizations, and the lack of
duplicating machines.
Therefore, it 's tlme the self-serving walls
of the SBA were torn down and the lines

•
♦•
•

t·
♦♦

Madeline Bernstein

♦

♦

of communication between it, the
students, and the faculty reopened . A mere
♦
reshuffling of the old leadersh[p will not
♦
alleviate ·the problem.
♦
I am running for the Pr-.esidency of SBA
not for the ego trip or to furthe.r my
♦
♦
political ambitions (Lord knows I'm no
politician) but to serve the. studer-1t h~y- in .. . ;* ,:
the best way I know how, i.e., to
...,
effectively run an organization that was · ♦
.♦
originally established to serve law students.

f

♦

(Choose ·1)

•♦

Ted F=iretog

♦
♦

♦·

•

♦

- ♦ '..

Mary Kloepfer

· ' ,.

:Jeffrey Licker·

·3rd Vear Director

.

,(Ch~c;,_•~) '

-~

♦
♦•

♦

i

♦
♦

♦

.♦
♦
♦

,~,laud! J~rg . . · ,
· John Batt · -,..
M~rk B~~der· . ♦.Mary-Anne Cupo·..· - ♦
J · Mal . , , ,&
_ ames
oy,. " •~ ··
Gary,Alan DeWaal
♦
♦.

,

. ,;.

·. :,: ..: ,··.

'· • . .··
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.

,.

.

.,_

.
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·

·
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~•••••••~~.~~••; ••~~~;i.'

SBA Vice-President
.., Cathy KaTB1
If elected to the office of SBA Vice to el(panp th!! Placement. Office and, must
President, 1· plan to direct a lobbying effort encourage the administration to fill' the
in Albany to get increases in TAP and Placement Director's position immediately .
SUSTA awards in order to bring them in Sanctions mu.s t be imposed in ordef to
line with probable tuition increases. I want eradicate problems caused by late grades. I
to see SBA bring three much-needed am the only current first year director on
services_ to the la-.y library: typewriters the SBA board who has attended every
ava.ilable for student use, an additional ~eeting this year. Having worked hard for
Xerox machine and a change machine. In the first year class, .I'II work even harder
addition, SBA needs to takeposttive action for the -entire student body .

3rd Year .Director
Cay DeWaal
The Student Bar Association is in sad long distance phone calls by officers and
shape. Slnce being elected as Second Year directors to the tune of o.ver $300. Partly
Director during a special election two through my efforts, guilty parties are now
months ago, I have witnessed 'few repaying the.SBA for their indiscretions. If
constructive actions by the organization re-elected, I promise to insure that the SBA
that ' berfefits students. .Indeed, along with is a responsible organization, dispensing
another director I uncovered a tremendous students' monies in a way beneficial to lhe
abuse of the st~dents' trust - the use of ··· greatest number of law studen,ts.
the organization's ,telephone for private,

Be Sure To

Vo·,.- E

SBA ELECTI.D NS to

pe held

Thu~day, .March ,2~ & Friday,

M~h 3rd. ' Polling -Place wi.11 _be rutside of librer;/Ol12nd floor.
'

pqe4

.

·2nd Yeat"-,Directors -·
Mike Sh~ro
This ··p ast year I served as an SBA 1st
Year Director. I was a member of two SBA
committees, Finance and Rules, ,\nd I also
· served on the Faculty-Student Relations
Board (F.SRB). I have learned much about
the SBA, other . :Student and faculty
organizations,' the adrriinist_ration, and tlieir
functional relationships to each other. Th is
knowledge, coupled with my inierest . in
formulating policies in .the best interests cif
the student body, gives me confidence that
I can help actualize our goals through my
role a~ an SBA 2nd Year · Director in the
coming year.
I am most interested in internal affairs
which affect large numbers of students.
For example, I was the first to informally
~uggest - that the SBA should purchase a
change machine to eradicate the difficulty
in ,obtaining cha~ge for use jn the vending
machines. ~Anay Cosentino bro,ught the
formal motion' before the Board, and the
Board finally adopted a motion to. install
two typewriters· and another · Xerox
machine in .the library, and to have a
student dispense change without inquiring
about purpo~.) Next year r hope to serve
on ·the Finance , Cof'Tlmittee again, and I .
intend to propose ~ reallocatioh of 10% of
small-membership club funds to the social
activities line to create-an extra happy hour
which the whol.e student body can enjoy.
Although I have ideas of what the
student body wo1Jld appreciate, I realize
my , view
necessarily limited and
ersonally biased, I welcome y~u tO-$Ubmit
to me, in my mailboi in the SBA ~ffice,

is

any ideas you have for . improvjng the
qu~l_ity of life he~e. 'That is wh_at I i;onsider
to be my most import;mt function ·as an
SBA Director. · • •
·
Please vote for me, Mike Sh-a.pir.o, for
2nd Year Director. Thank you!
.

D_wight Wells
. The University of Buffalo· Law School
has ye,t . to r.ei1c'1- ·,it~. po~ential i1S ~-place
~i)ere _the I.aw student, Ciln .obtain a _t~uly
di versified . legal education . My. fi[s,t
priority, if elected to VJe Board of
Directors of the Student Bar Assooiation,
would be to wor.k with the student body, /
·faculty, and administration i~ order to ·
more fully .realize that potential. A
question that must ·be answered· is who
·really establishes the programs and ·policies
of the Law School. When inquiries are
.made as to lack qf cour~e sel~ction or other
deficiencies, the standard answer seems to
be, "There's just not enough money to.do
this, or do that." While lack of money can
create problems, it also can . be an
· inspiration to creative problem solving.
_The ~ssociation co~plains about ihe
lack of attendance at their meetings. I
believe this · is · a direct reflection of •
students' feelings ~hat the Student .Bar
Association is doing •little or nothing. to
make , a difference. The Student . , Bar
Association must work harder on
unders_tanding the important probl~ms of
the student body at large. My efforts as a
Board Member will be directed ··toward
creating ari ·SBA capable of und,erstanding
and solving student'problems. · . ,· , ', .,

$~belin'§. ffloughts

Bartender.Owes a duty to patrons
I

In the interim since Cole, the Californi;t
legislature had modi,fied that rule o~ law , by
The California Supreme Court, in. ·a decision enacting a provision .making it a misdemeanor to
anneiunced _in January of 1978, held that a sell alcohol to an_"obviously intoxicated person."
barter;ider could be found liable in· negligence for California Business and Profession Code .25602.'·
-The court then reasoned . that · taking the
the death of a bar patron resulting from acute ·
alcohol poisoning. _ .
~
·question· of possible willful miscondu~t away
The case qf Ewing.v. Cloverle,af Bowl - Cal.3d -from the jury was reversible error. Adverting to ·
-, 143 Cal. Rp't r. 13, -_p .2d- (1978), reversed a the bartender's experier,ice and the decedent's
lower court decision granting the defendant bar young age an~. inexp~rience, as well as the
owner's motion for a nonsuit.
undispute\:1 1 facts of the large quantity · of
_In this <;ase, on the. day the _decedent ~hris hi_&h-proo( alc-ohol ser!ed, the Court concluded
Ewing, a father of two infant children, attained that the bar,tender's actions suggested "not merely
the legal drinking age of 21, he went in,to --.. a want of or,dinary care, but will,ful misconduct."
defendant's bowling alley · and • bar for a few 143 Cal. Rptr., at 20.
drinks.
, .
· Addition~lly, the Court discarded · the trial
After the bartender learned that it was court's finding of assumption of risk by decedent
Ewing'.s birthday, the ·bartender gave him 'a vodka · as . a matter of law. Reasoning that ''[ t) the
collins drink .on . the ~ouse. Over the riext hour sp~cific risk in this case is the risk of acute alcohol
and a half the same bartender served him ten pois,oning," the California Supreme Court
more shots of 151 ·proof rum as well as two b~ers. declared that such assumption of risk as a matter
Although at 'ohe.: point the birtender cautioned of. law could only b_e established •if the evidence
him to "tak~ it _easy Qn this stu.ff," the bartender suggested that either this dec~dent knew - the
ne~ertheless served·. E_w,ing. seven rriore drinks after actual risk of acute alcohol poisoning . or that ·
that point. 143 C_al. 'Rptr., at 16-17.
·
every ' '. patron of a bar who consumes ten shots of
Chris Ewing later collapsed, at the ba.r,' never 151 . proof alcohol must know of the risk of acute
to regain consciousness. The ne~t tnorning he was alcohol pois·o ning." Id., at ·22. Either such
found dead.- A -subsequent autopsy revealed that tom;lusion, the Court declared, w,as for the, jury
his blood alcohol level was .47 percent. Id., at 17. and not the judge to decide.
- Ewing 's parents later brou·g ht a wrongful
· Concluding, the Court emphasized the
death action against the bar~ alledging negligence differences in experience between the bartender
· and willful misco,nduct. The trial court. granted here and the deceased patron, adding that :
the' defendant's . motion for a nonsuit. The order
"Yet · the trial court cast an armour of.
granting · ·the ' h"onsuit was affirmed by the protection around t~is' entrepreneur based upon ·
intermediate·· ,a ppellate court. Qn appeal, the· an inflexible rule that a patron who suffers injury
California Supreme Court reversed and remanded from his own intoxicatfon c,annot recover from a
for ·a new.tria.i:, ";.• .. · .
·
bartender, no matter hQw negli_gent:onet:kless the ·
'
bartender's conduct may be." Id. , at 23.

Majority'Opinion:

.

,

DissentingOpiniolli,.

a

. ;··';,

,,

,

·;;,The California ~upreme Court, speaking '- ·
Justice Clar~, in. ,dissenting opinion, .stated
thrt>ugh tusti-ee-T~rlner, f1rst · posited 'that "[a) that "I too am ·moved -l>y the tragedy visited upon
bartender owes a duty to a patron tq e~ercise due two minor sons of a young man who, cold sober,
care and incurs lia~ility to the, patron for the intentio)l~lly sets out to drink himself into
foreseeable injuries .c~use~ by the .bartender's oblivion." •Id., at 23. Nevertheless, Clark would
failuretoexercisesuchcare."ld.,af17. .
. ·. have affirmed the nonsuit of the plainti.ff. T9
In so ruling; the highest California Court ·· soppof:t · •nis · ~ iew·· of no liability, ·cla:rk ' cited
.
finally ·explicitly overruled' the longstanding 1955 approvingly Justice Rouse's opinion in the same
precedent of Cole v. Rush, 45 Cal.2d 345, 289 case below at the intermediate .appellate levef:
P.2d 450:.'ln Cole, the· same court had held that
. "When the restraint of reasoA and the ability
the pr9xi"'!ate cause of sucfl an injury to a patron to care for one's self ate perverted by a conscious
wa~ the ~ction of the patron _in drinking the self-indulgent act of voluntary intoxication which
alcohol rather than the conduct of the bartender temporarHy ca$,ts off these powers, no societal or
ii:i-servin~ the beverage. 45 Cal.2d 345,356.
personal' wrong, nor violation of public or social

Wake u~e
I ,....,

..:..

)

, .

'

In our last ;issue,'the Opinion ·pririted an
excl_usive iri.terxiew .. with itself ' on . its
terminal illness and 'pending·demise; We are
pleased to report that there are sigris of
possible recovery for the patient, in spite
of the overwhelmin'g odd·s against it
.Opinion ,Ors. Simson and Hunter have
indicated that, while the patient's
conj:lition must still be consitltred grave,
. there· has been some ' improvement.
·Opl.nion's staf( deficiency has been
alleviated .a bit, and it appea'rs triat some
real news may · actually be pririted in th.e
.
'
paper.
Opinion wishes to express its sincere·
thanks to those few individuals who came .
to its rescue at the wake ·held on February .
• 14. While the turnout .was 'lighter llfan
expected, .it is reassorihg to the patient to
know, that there . is at least a small, ·hut
dedicated (and slightly inebriated) group of
people . who ·are conc,erned about the
possible death of Opinion.
.
The future, of the paper is still cloudy.,
and. it is hoped that. more , students will
sut>mit articles, cartoons, poems-, etc. to
Opinion, even if only on a One-time basis.
lf 1-the paper Is to -~urviv.e anoth~r.. year,
~re-student Input i~ needed now_. ,
I

Marci 2. ·19.11·, ,
•

policy is accomplished or ¥iolated if the actor is
alone held answerable for his injuries.'' Id., at 25.
Clark then fell back to his legislative
prerogative rationale . He opined that " [in] sharp
contrast to the present court_.'s proclivity to make
through judicial pronouncement, policy· decisions
of a legislative, nature, the. Cole court properly
concluded it was not empowered to do ·what this
court cavalierly does today." Id., at 25.

Analysis:

Like McPherson v. Buick Motor Co., Cole v.
Rush represented a harsh . judicial abnegation of
the· inherent power of courts- to delineate the .
bounds of negl.igence .. liability based on
reasonableness. But_,' just as inevitably as
Henningson v. Bloomfield -Motors redressed the
imbalance in the privity of contract arena, Ewing
will · lea·cr ·the · way · in · sensible assessment of
bartenders' liability . Much like the comparative
.n~]i~5nce landmark of Li v. Yellow Cab Co.,
E ~ represents enlightened judicial moderatiQn
of an unjustifiable and excessively rigid doctriae. .
This is not to suggest that eyery bartender
should be held strictly liable in tort to every
drinking customer who could foreseeably drink
_ too much and cast a self-inflicted wound upon
herself ·or '• himse1f. Rather, this is to ·urge that
arbitrary limits of liability like those imposed in
Cole ·v. Rush, . are simply untenable given the
extraordinary facts and wanton misconduct of the
defendant in cases such as this. To ask any less of
our courts is to indulge in a blind stupor of
unreasonableness that no cold sober reflection
could justify.

SUMMER
LAW STUDY

Phi Alpha Delta
Legal Fraternity

Meeting

in

Guadalajara
Oxford
Paris ·
·San o ·iego

Thursday, March 2
at 2: 30 p.m ..
First Floor Lounge

"ease Bring
Membership Fees.

F'or information: Prof. H. Lazerow
U. of San Diego Schoof of Law
Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110

BUFFALO LEGISLA T/ON PROJEC_T
is holding an
OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, March 16 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Opini_.n will remain in the•Greeley and
Everyone is invited to come up and fear,:, about
'Kane Memorial Hospital for · Journalism
BLP.
lnforrnatiDn on how to apply for membership
Jntil a complete cure is in sight. Cards,
flowers, candy and copy will be forwarded
will be available.
"to· the patient if dropped off In Room 623 ·
Refreshments
be_
served.
1---.;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _will
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
O'Brian Hall.
·

·Attica Coinmittes Stymi~fJ ·

'

. control mechanism within the institution."
;
This comment evoked strong reactions from
"We have - been p'romised but the - words are several inmates; most of who·m view their r~les as
er:npty. Every time we think the door is open to us, members of the .LAC as essential to altering some of
they slam the goddamned thing in our face."
the basic jnequities of corrections law that effect the
These comments came from one of the inmate 1S,000 plus 1'.)risoners in New York State. ;rhis
members of the Legislative Actioh Committee outburst provided Sinith with an opportunity to
[LAC] at Attica who have been meeting with demonstrate his attitude about inmates expressing
members af the law school Prison- Task Force. The their true feelings on issues of importance to them:
inmate's rem.arks _refer to LAC members'
He ordered the LAC "to return to the set
disappointment in the lack of response to their agenda as continued discussion o( the role of the ·
efforts fron:i the system. ,
LAC would not accomplish anything constructive."
There is constant jockeying between 'organized
Legislative Action Committees are functioning groups and the administration at Attica. Ma~y
·at each of the state's maximum security prisons. groups would not even be in existence if it were not
They were S!lt . up as one of the institutional for directives from Albany. One avenue used by
responses -to the Attica riot..The Committee is made organizations like the LAC to help increase their
up of twenty inmates whose major goal is to ·work effectiveness is to become associated with an outside
for improved prisoner treatment and improved . sponsor. The Prison Task Force was asked to be and
prison conditions through the· legislative process.
has accepted the sponsorship of the Attica LAC.
The committee at Attica is in its fifth year, and,
Sponsorship requires a continuing commitment
as stated by one of its members in a re·c ent meeting, to keep the Task Force alive. At the present time,
"the results to date are increased frustration and ·an membership in the Task Force runs around 10 or 12
ever decreasing belief that the system is ~apable of people. When LAC sponsorship is combined with the
other task force activities, the need for additional
responding even in a minimal way to our needs.."
Mr. Smith, the superintendent [they are not members is critical. Most of the work involved can
called wardens anymore) who attends each of the be scheduled around a student's schedule.
Task Force's meetings with the inmates, interrupted Participation in the Task Force can be extr.e mely
at this point. He felt that the inmates, "should be rewarding, especially , for anyone considering a
satisfied with their involvement to date and not criminal defense practice. expect instant results."
Anyone interested in the Prison Task Force
".I strongly support organizations like the LAC," should contact Alice Mann at 877-2675 or Hillary ·
he continued, "because, for me, it is an additional Exter at 83'5°'7486.

by Dwight Wells

In observance of the anniversary of ttie historical Dred Scott Deci5ion, the Law
Library will grant a one day amnesty on overdue fines on Monday, March 6. Law
books and law · related materials will have to be returned to the Law Circulation
Desk or;i that day between the hours of 8 a.m. and 11 p.m.

'
science. The three senior positions ·
"A ;t rade-off had to.~be made,"
at the law libr.ry will be able to said 'Headrick, -'explaining the
assist Newhouse the director felt. · appointment. "Wade will,continue ·
. "Your dean is also very to teach at -least . 3/4 load. He
interested in the Library ·takes oA that burden witl)out.any •
situation 1 " Roy noted. "In the special adjustments. At the -same
long ri.rn you'II find this is one of time he will be full tithe law
the best decisions the Un'iversity librarian.
"He's a professional. He'll do
has made/' Roy concluded.
·Ttie dean said he never Would what has to be done," said t!,ie
have suggested the· appo'intment dean.
.
.
of Newhouse as permanent
The dean indicate.d no one will
Librarian.
be hired to replace Newhouse's
· "He has done so much for the lost teaching· time.
institution, ' :sometimes you just
"Since· we cut the first year
can't ask for any more work from class from 325 tc;> 250 we've only
an individual. You know he will needed three sections of
accept, but you are not being fair constitution.al law," he said.
to_the individual."
Newhouse .admits he has
Professor Newhouse took the absolutely no background . in
a p poi n t men t somewhat Library Science. The dean felt this
~ould not be J dr~wba_ck.. He
reluctantly.
, .
"I don't know ·. if ·I'll be admitted the prestige of the
school wo""uld. be hurt• by the •
effective," Newhouse sa.id . ,.
"I took the job ' becaus~ it had appo ·intment · bu't, dai,med
to be done. 'The ··· appointment • · Newhouse was competent. • ··
appeared to be in the·best interest
·«t.ook at it this·way, he has·a
of the school, ·even though it takes superb ·staff, extremely · well
up a great deal oj i;ny time," b,e trainitd in the technical aspects of
said.
·
'
the situation . They are devoted to
"I will have to reduce my t'h e · Universi'ty_ and the law
teaching load to half l_oad. In f;iJ;,t , . school."
"He has a sense of how to stay
by combining my school law·
course and the education course, out of their way," the dean said .
I've only requced my teaching "The reason good lawy~rs can do
load by one-quarter load, In the a lot of different things.is because
end the onfy ·thing l'li'lose ·frbm they ' have the ' sense to ru·n very
my teaching load is my. section iri complicated situations. Wade
fonstitutional Law," Newhouse New.house is ao example of this
explained.
~
· .
type of lawyer," said Headrick.

OrQ811iZatj()r1~
Association of Wome11 Law .Students
Plans for the Spring Semester

.

BLP Works-on Consifmer,Ftaud, CQurt .
'Reform, ·and Nuclear Waste

by Carol Gardner
, The Association of Women Law
Students held its first meeting of the spring
semester on February 15th. .The
attendance was up from the last few
meetings. Most of the meeting centered
around the upcoming 9th ·National
Conference on Women and the Law to be
held in Atlanta, Georgia, April 6th through
April 9th at the Peachtree Plaza Hotel. The
Women Law Students' Association of the
· University of Georgia, School of Law in
Athens is sp.o nsoring the conference. The
AWLS has been given money by the SBA
to send a delegate to represent U.B. at the
conference. The AWLS has decided to
divide the designated money among any
members who choose to attend the
conference. Any one who is interested in
inore . details should check in the AWLS
office in Room 509.

~ ':
1

·-,

The conference's location was a
controversial issue for the National
Steering Committee for the National
Conference on Women and lhe Law. The
Strike Force, cr,eated under the presidency
of Ellie Smeal of the National Organization
for Women, has bee~ leading ,it boycott of
convention cities in states which have not
.ratified the Equal Rights Amendment. The
, boycott has been endorsed by dozens of
·national organizations including the
Pemocratic National · .,.Committee, the
·united Auto Workers, National Education
'Association and ihe League o_f _Women
Vot rs. As of last November, $59 million
of potential conv~ntion business had 'b een
' denied to cities in the unratified states.
Georgia is one of the states which has not
ratified- the Equal Rights Al']"lendment.
(Three more states need to ratify the ERA

by

before it will become part of the
The Buffalo Legislation Project (BLP) Beyer, Jeanne Graziani, Ellen Krebs, and
Constitution. The Congressional deadline successfully completed research on nine Joann Parr)'.
for ratification -~ March 1, 1979. Time is projects during the fall semester. These
:BLP will be undertaking research on
running short and the legal question projects included: 1) the Consumer seven projects this spring semester. They
regarding some state legislatures' attempts Protection Board .:.... procedures for setting include: 1) Legislative alternatives to
to· rescind their former ratification of the health and automobite insurance rates prevent chain type supermarkets from
amendment still remains,)
,
which would insure the opportunity
charging higher prices in low il)come
The National Steering Committee for public participation in the rate making neighborhoods; 2) Legislative alternatives
the Conference on Women and the Law procedure; 2) the prQ_cedure,· for · the ' to prevent consumer fraud · in home ~
decided to continue hostin'g ttie distlpline of licensed< profess-lon;tls in improvement-' repair; · 3) ·constitutionality
Conference because it "felt that the professional I misconduct · cases; 3) the of new federal legislation establishing r'i'ght
Conference is critically needed · in the possibili.J-Y of ' continuing_· education of - federal '•government to . establish
South to .educate and energize Southern requirements 'for licensed professionals,' ·radioactive waste depositbr'ies ' · in · areas
women." An Executive Steering including a comparison with '•bther states; · without state- :and , ' local ' government
Committee was formed .to assist in running 4) & 5) the possibility ·of Farm Mortgage· approval; 4) ·· ·Suggestions ·for · 'possible.
the organization · this semester. The and Industrial Loan Guarantee ·pr'ograms ·reform·· of ·the lust-ice Court System will
members ar,e : Ann Bermingham, Mary on a statewide . basis; 6) review of the entail research ··1nio local ,justice co11rt
Kloepfer, Martha Krisel, Gladys La Forge, recently passed State1· Environmental systems of other states; ~) Procedure for
M,ichele Lippa, Lou Newberger, . Laurie Quality Review Act, in which amendments Merit selection ff justices of state courts- . 1
to the Act were proposed . and critiques needed as a result -of recently ratified
Ogd6n and Carol Gardner.
Martha Krisel was chosen to·organize a made of various provisions. in the- Act; 7) amendment to state constitution; 6) Rules
joint meeting with the women's group • revisions of the IJniform Procedures Act and regulations needed for sale •of wine in
from _the U.B. School .of Business and · wherein fees and fines 'schedules are set f~r grocery stores; and 7). Coordination of
Management, Ann Bermingham will assist nori-compliance, w-ith· regulations of the :urban •development programs•·on federal,
her in getting a guest speaker. Carol Departme·nt of ' Environmental state· and local· ' tevels to produce a
Gardner volunteered to send a letter Conseryation; 8) Open Meeti'ngs Law of · comprehensive development program.
introducing · the AWLS to _potential Ne~ York State analyzed for loopholes Many of these projects will entail drafting
incoming freshpersons.
and necessary· revisions· for the N.Y. State of proposed legislatio·n.
Claudia Allen spoke for the· entire Assembly Committee _or1 lul>lic Acc.ess to
Students with partiC1Jlar interest or
AWLS when she thanked· Audrey Records; · and 9) Constitutional analyiis of expertise invcilvin·g any of these areas of ·
Koscielniak, Assistant Director of the the Federal /Unemployment Compensation law are urged to contact the membe·rs -of Placement Office, for consulting with the Act provision for~ocal government funding ·, the ' P(Ciject, and make any contribt1tions
AWLS to · ;obtain names of ·women programs. Ttiese . projects_ have , been tllat may. be of help in the research
attorneys ~ho would part1c1pate 111 t11e; photocopied ,and are ·on file ·in the BLP undertaken this semester. The BLP office is
mini-Career Days planned for March 8t.h ·office; Room' 724.
'
. ':
. · in n4 O'Brian . and office' ho\irS' are kept
and March 15th. Candy Appleton brought. ,
Elections were recently held at a general ,. daily.
the surprising, but pleasant news, that the _· meeting and Dan. -Kohane ..v.)as elected · ·. • · ·
,.., · 1 • ' •,
•
SUNY at Buffalo . Archives Women'•s Director, ~nd Joan!"'a (Coco) ··Gozzi was
Project wants the history ' of .the<,AWLS. : eletled •JManaging '·E~ltor. The following
~
1 ~'.
1_also'electi!a as-ProJOl.·t'. &:<fitors•: : 1·1,,
•·
•;. :
,1., ·
.11n ,
"(he AWLS 1, was. founded -in : 19J.0 ,, by·-, pebple
,
then-student Grace Blumberg,
Marc Ausfresser, Tom Bender; Linda
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· by Paul Suozzi

to knead the ball of dough. Everyone develops his/her own water). Bring the water back to a full boil quickly by
technique for kneading, but the standard one is to push covering the pot. Once it is back-to a full boil, uncover and
·
·
When most people think of Italian food, they think of . the ball of dough down with the open palms of your hands stir gently.
pasta, and with good reason. With all the different sizes and roll it away from you . At · the end of the roll, press
Cooking time varies from 7 to 8 min!,lteS for thin
and shapes, and the endless ways to prepare it, it is no hard with the heels of your hand·s, spreading the dough spr1ghett/ne to 12 to 1'5 .minutes for the sturdiest rlgatone.
wonder that pasta begins most Italian meals. Noone seems into an oblong shape. Fold it over so that it becomes even It is usually a fittle less tlian that recommended by
to tire of it! I spent 4 months studying in Siena, Italy, and · more .oblong. Ttien· lift it into the working surface. The commercial . manufacturers. Homemade pasta is lighter and
the family' I . liv/d with ate · pasta every day - I was in dough is almost a ball a~in, and is ready for another more sensitiver generally taking 4 to 5 minutes. It also
.
heaven! But my. most satisfying experiences with pasta kneading cycle.
floats to the top ·of the water when almost done. ·
.
Knead the dough for ·about 10 minutes, flouring the
began when I returned and s'tarted making,my own.
But when i~ the pasta done? In answer I will qliote the
Why bother to make your own pasta? Toarwone who working surface froin time to time, until the ball of dough words of Margaret and G. Franco Romagnoli from their
has ever experienced the pleasure of making and eating - is smooth; golden and· elastic. Your working surface should book, 7he Ifomogno//'s Table (from which these re~ipes
homemade .pasta, the answer is obvious.
be almost spotless1 (clean it up if it isn't) and you are come) .
·
"This is not to say that you cannot buy good pasta in a ready to roll.
·" The main goal is to cook it al dente . Some sort of
store. Commercially .Packaged pasta is made with flour and _
Break off a _piece of dough about the size of a tennis literary prize sho1:1ld be given to the poet who can describe
water, and it is the flour you must watch. If the box reads ball and pound it flat with your hands. (It's a good idea to pasta al dente. The· term means it is bitable . but not raw,
"made from durhalJl ·wheat,'! you can be sure that· the keep the rest in a covered bowl while waiting its turn, so it can be felt under the teeth but is neither crunchy nor .
pasta will keep its character while cooking, and taste good.I does -not dry out.) Flour your rolling pin, and, starting rubbery; it means that each piece of pasta retains its
On the other hand, 'pasta fatta In casa (homemade · from the ce,n ter, . spread . the dough towards the edges. individuality and texture, yet is just tender enough to
pasta) ·is made with all-purpose unbleached flour, a pinch · When the dough .is visibly thinner, turn it by 90 degrees plea~ .. ,. al dente, that is what you must adhieve in
of salt and eggs. Also called pasta a11 ·•~ovo (i:gg pasta), it is and roll again. Keep dusting the working surface, rolling cooking, and the only way to find out wnen it occurs is by
the eggs that make -it tl;le ·lightest, most delicate of all pin and dough only as needed • to prevent sticking. testing."
Continue rolling until the dough is about as thick · as a
pasta.
✓
The next question is how do you test? The
Besides being cheaper than the packaged variety . dime.
.
,
·
Romagnolis 'say that in Naples, the cook would take a piece
(about $.30 per lb. as comP,ared with $.50), the process of
Put the sheet of dough to rest on a clean dry towel of pasta from the boiling pot and fling it at the tiled wall;
· making pasta all 'uovo is a reward in itself. Not difficult to and roll the remaining dough. When you have finished, it is the pasta·, when al dente would stick to the tile for the
learn, I have always found it to be a relaxing diversion time to decide what to do with your pasta.
count of three, then drop to .the floor. If it didn't stick, it
from the tension and tedium of_ my schoolwork. Not
If you are using pasta all 'uovo for'fettucine, let it dry wasn't done yet; if it stuck longer, it was overcooked, and
withstanding all of the above, the bir;gest reward is the 15 minutes, flour it very lightly and fold it over and over t~e cook would commit suicide. This .kin.d of testing is not
culinary delight of eating . the fruit . of your labor, on itself into a flat roll about 4 inches- wide. Using a very recommended.
accompanied by the many _c omplimenfs which inevitably sharp knife, cut the roll in¼" strips, shake out and dry. If
What you do is periodically fish out one piece of
follow.
you are using it for lasagne_ or manicotti, let the pasta dry pasta, blow on it gently, and bite it. (Al dente means,
15 minutes befor~ cutting and then spread it out on a dish literally, by the tooth) . The al <fente stage will make itself
PASTA ALL'UOVO FATTA IN CASA
towel for no more than ½ hour before cutting. This larger known .
.
.
cut becomes more brittle if dried too long - so that it
HOMEMADE EGG PASTA
While this is ·going on, have a large colander ready in
brea~s easily and s poils t~e layering and filling.
the kitchen sink. Pour in the pasta water slowly at first,
You will need a clean flat surface (a kit chen cpunter,
and when most of the water has been poured away, dump
PASTA VERDE/GREEN PASTA
pastry board or table) no s_maller than 24" by 24", a forJ<,
in the rest with-the pasta. Then, put the colander over the
and •a rolling pin, ideally no shorter than 24".
empty pot, and ·continue draining. This lets the hot water
Green pasta, often called spinach pasta, is made the · drop into the pot and allows the escaping steam to keep
In measuring · your ingredients, the Italian rule of
thumb is one medium egg and .a scant ¾ cup of flour per same as pasta all 'uovo but with fresh or frozen spinach the pasta warm in the process. Do not rinse with cold
: person, but note that the average Italian portion could be substituted for 1 or more eggs: depending upon how many water! (The one exception is,that lasagne or manicotti can
considered ·generous by American standards. Also, as the servings are made. A recipe for 6 servings of fettuccine be briefly rinsed with cold water to aid in quick handling).
number of s~ rvings . increases, a process . of de-escalatiog wrdi or 12, servjngs of,/as.;gne ver<ti includes:
When the pasta reaches the al dente stage there is no
takes place, i.e., a 6-egg batch for 8 servings, a 7-egg batch -3 ½ cups all-purpose flour
' time to waste. It should be drained and combined
for 10, a 9-egg batch for 12, etc. Therefore, to serv~_ 6 3 medium eggs at room temperature
.
immediately with a waiting sauce, served and eaten .
~ 0 ounces fre~..or fr.oz.en spinach
American portion&.)'QU•.}Villnee;<l:_ . , • .•.n•.· _. -~.._ , •. , ~ > : .. : •• _ .,..No . m;ut~ how : it·is: ser,ved, .yoqr. .f}om~roadt!.: pas~ i.s
1 . t~aspoo~ ~It
~
3 ½ cups all-purpose flour
sure to - please everyone. Don 't be surprised if, in the
5 medium. eggs at room temperatur~
If you are using fresh spinach, wash and remove the middle of the meal, one of your- guests turns to another,
¼ teaspoon salt '
~
stems. Cook the leaves briefly, in as little water as possible, slaps h!m on the chest and says, "Buona, eh?"
It is advisable for beginners .t o start-abouH• ½-cups of with 1 tei spoon . salt. Drain thoroughly, pressing the
flour, and a pinch of salt for 2 to '3 servings. This will give spinach against the sides of a sieve, or wrap the cooked
Buon Appetito
you ·practice in the pasta-making process itself, and ht!lp_ spinach in a dry piece of cheesecloth and . 5(!ueeze dry.
you to gauge just how many eggs and how much flour,you Mince the spinach thoroug)Jly with a sharp knife on a Editor's Note: This article marks the beginning of a cooking
column in OPINION.'
will neec;I for the -exact number, as well as the size of the ' cutting board until it is practically a paste.
portions.'you wish to serve.
.
'
If you are· using frozen spinach, cook i.t in boiling
Roll up your sleeves, remove yo.ur jewelry, and make a salted water, drain, squeeze dry as above, and mince finely.
mound of flour in the center of your working area. Stirring
Now proceed as with pasta all 'uovo, making a crater
with your fingers, make a hole in the top of the mound. of flour and breaking the 3 eggs into the center. Then add
Keep stirring 'tlotil you touch your working surfil;ce a11d the cooked, minced spinach to the eggs. (Ten ounces of
have turned the mound into a c;rater with high walls,. thick spinach boils down to 'about 4 heaping teaspoons of
enough to contain the eggs. Break the eggs into the middle . $pinach ·- about the volume of 2 eggs.)
and.ad~ salt. _· __
, . .
·
Pastq verd/ has a few . idiosyncrasies you should know
·..... Start beating the-eggs with a f.ork held in .one hand. As about. The dough takes a little longer to absorb the flour
the beaten eggs try to flood. through the. walls, your other and get to the handworking stage, and a bit longer to roll .
hand should embrace ,t he· crater and keep building up the
The green may not be the same throughout at first,
sides all around, bottom to top, as you simultaneously spill but as you knead and roll it 'the color becomtls uniform
~me flour inside. The ·two. motions combined will make and the pasta gets as smooth as heavy silk. You'll be
Thurs., March 2nd & Fri.,
the eggs absorb more and more flour and will turn them amazed at the texture ·which • is a pleasure to tou~. You
into a thick paste. (It takes practice to do this without can cut and use pasta verde as you. would pasta all 'uovo,
daya
March 3rd will he the
breaking the crater, so go slowly and don't be and . mixing the two kinds in the same dish is pleasing to
to order. yo~u .caps & gowns.
-the eye as well as the. palate.
·
discouraged.)
When the paste _becomes too difficult to continue with
Please make checks for $12.00
Now that you know how to make pasta, it would be a
, a fork, flour your .hands and work the paste into_a real
dough. Keep on flouring your hands aod theworksurface disservice not to tell you the proper way to cook it. An old
payable to E. R. Moore Co . .
until the dough can't absorb any more flour.
Italian saying sums up how iinP,ortant this is: "The death
If your ball of dough is too hard, flaky and in general of pasta is to ·boil it; it. can go ti) h~II or paradise in the
Those who do not wear sowru
doesn't want to amalgamate smoothly., it means that more process." (The following method applies with either
will not be able to participate
flour has been used . than the eggs can absorb. Add a little homemade or packaged pasta) .
water, a few drops at a time to c~rrect the balance. Do it,...
It is essential that you fiave a pot big enough to
in the full ceremony.
when no one is looking, because ,itiis procedure is scorned contain at least one quart of water per serving of pasta, a
by professionals. .No one else will know the difference. .
long wooden fork or spoon, and a large colander for
At this point, you'll have some flour left over (the draining. (Always use at least 3 quarts of water even when
quantity depending upon the size of the eggs, the quality only 1_ or 2 ~ortio~s are cook~d)..
.
of the flou'r the moisture of the room, and other .,,. First bring the water to a rolling boil (always cover the
Ramaey Clark has agreed to
variables) but' It won't be wasted. Push lt aside and scrape pot tightly to speed the proc;ess). then add 1 teaspoon of
speak at tlie Law School
your. wo:k •surface clean of _loose or caked dough. This is salt pe~ quart of wa~r, which will rmke ~ water -~ii
Commencement
scheduled for
the time to clean your hands if they are sticky. (Al~ it is a more vigorously {because 5'1~ _wa~ _has a higher bo1hng
Saturday,
May
27
1: 30 p.m.
good idea to sift. the remaining flour to remove any .small poin~• .Now, that th~ water 1s_ bo1hng briskly, add the
rubbery pieces of dough that' may ·hamper'kneadina and pasta, a portion at a time, to minimize the coollr11 of the
at Artpark.
rolllna).
water: Stir gently to avoid .sticking. (Always use a wooden
. ,... flow your ~ • ~ workiril surface, and beain uten~I since metal tends to conduct t,eat out of the
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·. First •Annual OPINION Senior:SurVey
Results
of Opinion's First Annual Senior Survey
.
.

The following results are based on approxim.ately
35 responses which have been edited for meanness
by the American Society for the· Prevention of
Cruelty to Law Students and Other Animals
(ASPC:LSOA).

Runner Up for Best Briefcase

Enoch Arde·n Award Winner

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
1.

Best Dressed
T. Agello, D. Saleh, I. Schall
2. Most Youthful Appearance
T. Cook, S. Sholes
3. Most Dramatic Hairstyle Change
J. Samuels
4. M.ost Neanderthal
K. Reidy
· · 5. Most Likely to be Roasted for Thanksgiving Dinner-/Class Turkey
Look i~ the mirror! (Gobble, Gobble) .
.,, ,
·· --r
6.
Best Briefcase
C. Johnson
7.
Best 5 O'Clock Shadow
N. Guardi

6.

Class Couple
D. Winn & Grat.Tr,!ns.
7. Worst Humorist
8. Brockway, E. Giller
8.
Diarrhea of.the Mouth Award·
T:.here were-too many riames to pr.int.
9. Most Humble •
G. Williams, 'D. Winn
10. Class Cheerleader
C. Kaczmarek
WHERE ARE WE HEAOED
1.

CLASSROOM BEAA VIOR

2

1.

3.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Most Unprepared
N. Cartusciello
Most Compulsive Worker
S. Polowitz
Most Comatose
L. Zuckerman
Most Perfect Attendance / Enoch Arden Award
M. Feinrider
Class Leader
T . Murphy, J. Simson

4.

5.
6:
7.

Most Likely to ,Sell Used Cars
A. Klein
Most Likely to End Up Managing the Yankees
8. Martin, M. Schwartz
Most Likely to Sell Insurance
Censored
·
Least lik~ly.to Settle Out of Co~rt
llie Nastase . .
.
.
Most Likely to Forclose on the ~oor Widow's Mortgage
S. Meisner
Most Li~ely to Chase Ambulances
M. Regenbogen
Most Likely to . Remember the Rule Against Perpetuities After the Bar
Exam is Over
·
8. Brockway

Didon,c, Ou est la Bi~liotheq~~?·
Editor's note;· In the November->
edition of the Opinion, last
semester, Mike Schwartz (on
Sports) solicited ; humf?rous
columns on the sporting world.
• This article, along with a few
cobwebs, was found In Mike's
box. As Mr. Schwartz is presently
occupied offering his many talents
to .aid the spring training of the
a/ling Red Sox, we bring this
article, special to the Opinion, for
all you sportz fans, from the pages
of the Snow Bunny Rope Tow
and ¥ult/plication Society Law
Journal. .

It has taken me three years to
take advantage of Western New
~ York's greatest natural resource snow. Last week I traveled to the
Alpine Recreation area to
introduce .some female friend~ to
· the sport of cross country skiing. I
had _been prai,ing the benefits of

the activity for ·a year, and after moved on to continue their ·1oaded with experience. In the stools. In their- usual discrete
exercising . ·their muscles in search.
meantime female No. 2 created fashion, they flailed their arms-at
preparation for almost that long,
When we attempted -to rent her i;,wn excitement by meeting the· h'andsomeit bartender. He
they agreed to go. They have the ski is, my friends were • nature face to face. While moving seemed somewhat surprised to
asked not to be named, but in the · reluctant to reve~I their weights down the trails I heard a yell and their trail passes hanging in theii'
best law school tradition of. and shoe sizes. Motivated by their looking back, ~w my companion teeth when th_ey opened their ·
disclosure they have consented to . strike out ~with the foreigners and kiss a tree. Although she remarked mouths ·to or:der cocktails. They
being identified as 027-31-4028 the obvious good loolcs·of the ski _!tlat it was the hardest tree _she. later explained that their stylish and 151·42-7104.
shop attendants, they eagerly .had ever met, she confessed that display w~ motivated by ·a desire
unzipped ~ their ski j.rckets to ".it hurt so good." ·
·
to impress that gorgeous tall ,
bartender with ·the dark hair and
Skiing with two such reveal their phone numbers
seductive law students is thrilling emblazoned acros.s their chests. .
As we headed · home, . my beard, who apparently only works tompanions -and I reflec.ted on the on· Friday night, and who usually
enough, but I was totally
We moved out on to the trail. events of the day. Bone we.rry weas:s a black vest. (If he is.
unprepared for what lay in store.
No sooner h~ I left them alone, I, with my vast experience, Female No. 1 relieved her glorious-· ' reading this column and is
then they were approached by intelligence, savoir faire, athletic moment on the -trails, while N_o.'2 interested · he should contact the
two - foreigners who were ability andexpertise, proceeded nursed those parts injured in her Op·lnlon office for further details.) ·
obviously graduates of the to give them a three minute lesson close encouriter- with the mighty
When · asked if . they were
Indianapolis · Academy of the (that's the funny P.art) in proper oak. As my friends lef\ my car interested in further skiing
Frend\ AccenL After inquiring if technique. Though I tried to and bade me · farewell, · they . adventures, the females .. replied,
the women were ready to have explain the importance of formal assured me that after a hot shower' ··,'Well. we've heard it's pretty nice ·
_
_,
some . t'Jn, tfte foreipers sutcd · instruction, my companions were · they would be heading for bed. on chairlifts."
that they •were searching for two finn believers in learning through · On the basis of various· teported
As we faded-into thi cwkness,
"fine American foxes with large experience. Female No. 1 sightings, I ded1,1cted that ·they a French ·voice could be heard In
American breasts." After immediately setoffinhotpUl"SUit had Instead 'stumbled into CPG• th~ distance, ' 1Didonc, ou •es,t la
scrutinizi_ng my friends, they of• a 'tall nonlic type, obviously and w~ hoisted o~io two b:tr biblioth~ue!'
,·
, ,
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